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1. INTRODUCTION 

In contrast to the expectation of a random variable or random vector, 
the expectation of a random set generally depends not only on the induced 
distribution in the space of realizations but also on the particular map into 
that space. This departure raises at once complications and novel points of 
interest. An example is the formulation of a generalized Brunn-Minkowski 
inequality [S], which depends on the fact that among all random sets with 
a given distribution (and generally different expectations), there is one 
whose expectation is smallest, in the sense of set-inclusion. Recently the 
question has arisen as to whether a stronger result is true, namely whether 
among all random sets with a given distribution up to a random translation 
there is one whose expectation is smallest. The purpose here is to 
answer this question in the affirmative and to present a corresponding 
strengthening of the Brunn-Minkowski inequality. It seems likely as well 
that the result can be a useful tool in other situations involving translation- 
invariant functionais of set-valued expectations. 

For quick reference, we collect some facts and notation in the next 
section. Section 3 contains further discussion with comments on Vitale [S]. 
The strengthened result appears in Section 4, and the new Brunn- 
Minkowski inequality is in Section 5. 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

In Rd equipped with the usual inner product ( . , . ), norm 1) . 11, and 
closed unit ball B, we identify the class X of non-void compact subsets and 
the subclass XC c Y of subsets which are also convex. A random set 
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X: {a, ~4, P} -+ % is measurable over Bore1 subsets built on the topology 
induced by the Hausdorff metric p: 

p(K,L)=inf{e>OI KcL+&B,LcK+&B}. 

Here we have used (Minkowski) addition of sets K + L 3 {x + y I x E K. 
y E L} and scalar multiplication of sets ctK z {xx ) x E K}. 

A random vector t(: (Q, d, P) + Rd is a selection of X if c( E X as. The 
expectation of X is given by 

The condition E/X/\ < co(\lK\\ zmmax{\\xI\ ) XEK}) is necessary and 
sufficient for EXE X(EXE x if XE XC as.) (e.g., [2, 11). 

3. DISCUSSION 

The fact that two random sets with the same distribution can have 
different expectations can be illustrated in the following way. Let K E 3Y be 
a non-convex subset of Rd and consider the random set X, which maps a 
(i.e., any) singleton probability space into K. It is easy to see that EX, = K. 
On the other hand, consider X, which maps the unit interval (equipped 
with the usual Bore1 sets and Lebesgue measure) identically into K. Then 
EX2 = conv(K) (the convex hull of K): observe that EX, necessarily lies in 
conv(K) since LI E K a.s. On the other hand if x and x’ in x and 0 Q 19 d 1 
are given, then the selection a given by 

a(t)= x 

i 

o<t<e 

X’ tl<t<l 

yields Eel = Bx + (1 - 8) x’ so that conv(K) E EX2. The enlarged, or 
conuexified, value is due to the freedom of a non-atomic probability space. 
Recall that in a probability space (52, ,sl, P), A ES& is an atom if P(A) > 0 
and if for any A’E d with A’ s A, either P(A’) = 0 or P(A’) = P(A). If no 
such A exists, the probability space is non-atomic. The following result 
includes our example as a special case. 

THEOREM 3.1 ([S]). Let a random set X have as domain a non-atomic 
probability space. If EI(XI( < co, then EX= E conv(X) E x. 

The interested reader may like to show the asserted convexity of EX as a 
corollary of the well-known Lyapunov convexity theorem [4]. 

As mentioned above, it is useful to consider the smallest value of an 
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expectation. For this purpose the notion of the reduction of a random set 
was introduced in [S] (we use somewhat more flexible notation here). 

DEFINITION. Let X (Q, d, P) + A7 be a random set. Its reduction is the 
random set 

x*: (37, i!B, Px) --f x, 

where X*(K) = K for each KE AC and P, is the probability distribution 
induced on ~47 by X. 

THEOREM 3.2 ([S]). Let X be a random set with E(IXj( -C co. Then 

(i) X* -X, i.e., X* and X share the same distribution on AC, 
(ii) EX* E EX, 

and 

(iii) EX* = n y--x EY. 

This was used to produce the generalized Brunn-Minkowski inequality 

V’ld( EX) > E V’ld( X) (3.1) 

by showing first 

V1’d(EX*) 2 EY”d(X). (3.1’) 

It is the case that (3.1’) can be considerably sharper than (3.1). For 
instance, recall X, and X, in the discussion above, and suppose that K is 
of zero volume. Then (3.1) reads 

V1’d(conv(K)) > EVIId(K) = 0, 

whereas (3.1’) captures equality. Other more involved examples can be 
shown as well. 

On the other hand, (3.1’) itself falls short in another non-pathological 
situation. Suppose that X, = K+ cp, where cp is a continuously distributed 
random vector in Rd. Then EX, = conv(K) + Eq and with X = X, (3.1’) 
reads (vacuously) 

Vd(conv(K) + &7) 2 V’Id(K) = 0. 

Just as Theorem 3.2 serves to bypass convexification that arises from 
atoms in the probability space, this example illustrates the need to avoid 
convexification that arises from immaterial random translations. The 
approach we take is to register random translates of the given random set, 
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take expectations, and then return the set to its original location (in expec- 
tation). The details are somewhat more intricate than might be expected 
from the proof of Theorem 3.2. 

4. THE TRANSLATIVE EXPECTATION 

To describe the strengthening, we proceed by analogy. For a given 
random set X: (Q, d, P) -+ &C, we consider its translative expectation 

where the intersection is taken over all translations, i.e., random vectors 
cp: (Q, d, P) -+ Rd. Note that each entry E(X- cp)* + Eq recovers the 
appropriate location in expectation. Our main result (Theorem 4.1) is that 
there is a “smallest” such entry to which (4.1) is then equal. To describe it, 
we need to recall the Steiner point S: &. -+ Rd, which is a natural centroid 
for sets in K.. The Steiner point is the unique assignment S(K) E K for each 
KE x. such that 

(i) S(K+L)=S(K)+S(L) K, LEE;., 
(ii) S( . ) is compatible with translations and 

rotations, 

and (4.2) 
(iii) S( . ) is continuous in the Hausdorff metric 

([7]; for a variant, see [S]). 
Notice that if X is a.s. convex then S(X) is a selection. In any case, we 

extend the domain of S( . ) by defining S(K) z S(conv K) for any KE .X. 

THEOREM 4.1. Let X he a random set with El(X/I < a. Then 

ECX-S&Y)]*+ES(X)= n (EC&cpl*+@}. (4.3) 
Ellc?ll < 5 

The following facts are helpful in showing (4.3). 

LEMMA. (i) If EllXI( < CO, then S(EX) = ES(X). 

(ii) If X-X’, E((Xlf = E\lX’)\ < 00, then S(EX)= S(EX’). Conse- 
quently ifEllXl\ < co, then S(EX*) = S(EX) (even though EX and EX* may 
dtffer). 
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Proof Part (i) follows directly from (4.2) (i) and (iii), by a discretiza- 
tion of X to a finite number of values, and passing to the limit. Part (ii) 
follows from (i) by observing the equivalent statement ES(X) = ES(X’) and 
the equi-distribution of S(X) and S(X’) (for a Bore1 subset C of Rd, 
P(S(X) E C) = P(XE S-‘(c)) = P(3F E sp ‘(C)) = P(S(XI)E C). 

Proof of Theorem 4.1. It suffices to show that E[X-S(X)]*+ES(X)G 
E[X-- 9]* + Ecp for an arbitrary random vector 9 with finite mean. 
Setting Y= X- S(X) and (I/ = S(X) - 9 and rearranging yields the 
equivalent 

EY*+E$sE(Y+$)*. (4.4) 

Since S(Y) = 0 a.s., the lemma yields 

S(EY*)=O and S(E(Y+$)*)=E$. (4.5) 

We proceed to work with E( Y+ @)*. Partition the probability space of 
(Yf ICI)* (1.6 (Q, = (x, ax, Pr+$ )) into discrete and continuous parts 
according to P,, ti and consider the discrete part first. For each fixed 
KE X with S(K) = 0, set [K] = {K+ x 1 x E R’}, and observe that the event 
(Y=K) is the same as (YE[K]) and (Y+$E[K]). 

The discrete part of the distribution of (Y+ $)* can be identified with a 
countable number of sets K,, K,, . . . . with S(K,) = 0 Vi, and such that 
P[( Y + I++)* E [KJ] = P[( Y + Ic/) E [KJ] > 0. That part of the expectation 
of (Y + I+$)* that arises from these values is 

CEz((Y+IC/)*ECK~I)(Y+~)*. (4.6) 

A moment’s reflection shows that the displayed term in the sum contains 
a multiple of Ki plus a translate vector, or, more precisely, 

pC(y+ti)*E CKll(K+.YJ 

which can be written as 

E I{ Y* E [I&])( Y* +y;). 

Thus (4.6) contains 

~E4Y*E[Kjl) y*+y (4.7) 

for some y E Rd. More explicitly, by (4.2) the Steiner point distributes 
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through the sum (4.6) and by the lemma the Steiner point of the displayed 
term is 

S(EI((Y+rCI)*E[Ki])(Y+~)*)=ES(I((Y+~)*ECKil)(Y+~)*) 

=ES(4(Y+II/)E CKlNy+rC/)) 
=EI((Y+$)E CK;l)s(y+II/) 

=EZ((Y+J/)ElL-F;;l)+ 
=Ez(Y*E[Ki])ij 

from which it follows that 

y=~Ez(Y*E[KJ)$. (4.8) 

We turn now to the continuous part of the distribution of (Y + $I)*, i.e., 
that supported by 52, = ax - Ui [K,]. The relevant portion of E( Y + I/)* 
iS 

Ez((Y++)*EQ.)(Y+$)*, 

which, by Theorem 3.1, is the same as 

EZ((Y+IC/)*EQ,)conv[(Y+1(1)*]=EZ((Y+$)EQ2,.)conv(Y+$) 

=EZ((Y+$)EQ,.)conv Y 

+Ez((y+$)E~,)$ 

=E(Y*E52,) Y*+Ez(YESZ,.)$. 

Combining this and (4.7) yields 

~Ez(YY*E~xi])Y*+~r(Y*~a,)Y*+~~z(Y~~~I(i])JI 
I I 

+Ez(YEf2,.)$5E(Y+cp)*, 

which is (4.4) as required. 

5. A NEW BRUNN-MINKOWSKI INEQUALITY 

Theorem 4.1 can be used to strengthen the statement of the 
Brunn-Minkowski inequality for random sets. This is worthwhile in view 
of the connection of the latter to Anderson’s inequality in statistics [8] and 
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current efforts to deduce generalizations along lines suggested by 
Eaton [3]. 

THEOREM 5.1. Let X be a random set and cp a random vector with 
EIIX- cpI( < CO. Then 

V1’d(E(X- cp)*) > E V”“(X). (5.1) 

If such a cp exists, then replacing it by S(X) yields at least as good an 
inequality. In this case, equality obtains if X is a random translate of a fixed 
set. 

Proof: Note that V(X-- cp) = V(X) and that E/1(X- cp)*j/ = E/IX- cp(I 
< co ensures the existence of E(X-(p)* so that by (3.1’) (with X- cp 
replacing X) (5.1) holds. 

Observe that if such a cp exists then E/X- S(X)11 is finite by virtue of 
the bound 1(X- S(X)]/ < (IX- cpJ[ + I/S(X)- cpJ/ <211X-- cpI[. Theorem 4.1 
assures the existence of a vector cp such that E[X-S(X)]* &E[X-cp]*, 
which says S(X) leads to a tighter inequality than cp. Finally, if X= K+ $, 
then [X- S(X)]* is identically K- S(K) and equality obtains. 
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